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The Mitsubishi Fuso

4WDFG.
Built to

work where

others can't.
There's always been a need for a

four-wheel drive, cab-over light-duty
truck that can conquer sand, snow,
steep hills, and off-road conditions.

A

real truck.

The 127 HP, 11,600 Ib./GVW,
intercooled, turbocharged diesel,

MITSUBISm FUSO 4WD

FG,

is

exactly that truck.

A cab-forward design with
exceptional front and side visibility
see over, and around,
snowplows. Up, and down, hilly

lets drivers

terrain.

And thureatening conditions

that conventional designs hide.

Wheelbase options help maintain
the original design integrity that's

often sacrificed by unnecessary
adaptions.

A durable, reliable chassis, frame,
and suspension system not only
makes the ride smooth. But also
protects the truck, the load, and your
investment. And, accepts a variety of
body and box options.
It is a truck that has survived over
5,000 miles of threatening conditions in the Australian outback to
finish the 1988 Wynn's Safari Rally

Race when 50% of

the entrants

didn't.

MITSUBISHI FUSO 4WD FG
will

work on those jobs

that destroy

ordinary, conventional trucks.

^
INTERNATIONAL

LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL
1400 South Willow Street
Manchester, NH 03103
Parts: 669-8524 623-8873
NH WATS: 1-800-562-3814

A
MITSUBISHI

FUSO

^5W^

Supplying
One Stop Shopping

For All Your
Needs
• Delivery Service Throughout

New England

• Fine Nursery Stock
• Rhode Island

Grown Sod delivered direct

or picked up • Grade "A" used railroad ties

• Pressure treated landscape ties

& screened loam • Wholesale
Christmas trees, wreaths & supplies

• Bark mulch

• Masonry supplies • Professional chemicals:

Roundup, Surflan, Treflan, Balan
Distributors

Lebanon

of:

& Team

Permaioc aluminum edging. Edge King Poly edging,
Blunks weed mat, Elanco chemical and other

fertilizer,

professional specialty products.

ir^py Northeast Nursery,
^^^^Z^f^^^

Suppling Fine Plant Material

234 Newbury
(508)535-6550

& Landscape Supplies

Street, Rt.

Peabody,

Inc.

1

South

MA 01960

FAX: (508)535-5247

a
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A Tropical Vision
Tom

A

summer

approaches, I would
like to focus our members' attention
to a different part of the world.
s

When

I

graduated from

Thompson School

in 1981,

UNH
I

tra-

my

veled to Costa Rica looking for

Robert G. Wilson. All
I knew about him was that he had
built himself a garden called "Las
Cruces Botanical Garden." The
name has since changed to "^rhe
Robert and Catherine Wilson Gardistant uncle,

den."

Robert Wilson's being my greatuncle had great interest for me
since I was family and he and his
wife had no children. The fact that
I
had graduated with a Plant
Science Degree made my appren-

So for six months
house and worked at

ticeship a must.
I

lived in his

his side daily in the activities re-

quired to keep a ten-hectare (ai>
proximately 25-acre) botanical gar-

den from growing over.
Robert G. Wilson was born
grew up in Waltham, Massachusetts, and graduated with the
class of '29. He then attended the
Stockbridge School of Agriculture.
After various jobs from working the
rubber trees in Haiti to growing oranges in Nassau, Florida he finally
settled down and ran a successful
nurser)' business called "Fantastic
Gardens" in Miami.
Briefly,
in

1911,

—

—

In 1968,

Bob

sold the business and

—

moved to Las Cruces, Costa Rica
remote place near the border of
Panama. There he spent the rest of
his life collecting plant specimens
and building the garden. His sole
purpose was to preserve potential ornamentals that were being lost because of slash-and-burn farming.
Robert Wilson died in 1989.

Now

for a brief explanation of

what

the gardens do. In Spanish, Jardin

Botanico Wilson

is

located

in mid-el-

evation b-opical rain forest along a
spur ridge of the coastal range 207

miles from San Jose. Aroids, palms,
ferns, gesneriads, bromeliads, heli-

Price

Farmer Products

Jolly

East Lempster,

WHOLESALE GROWERS

WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS

Annual & Perennial Plugs
Rooted Cuttings
Tuberous Begonias
Bedding Plants
Potted Annuals
Hanging Baskets

Bark Mulch - Hemlock & Mix
Bagged Mulch - Cedar & Pine

Landscape Ties
Cut & Split Firewood
We

are here

to fulfill

your

New Hampshire 03605

needs....

Call Toll Free today!

Cyclamen

^^

-

Liners, Prefinisiied,

Polnsettias

Rnished

-

Cuttings, Prefinished, Finished

Nationwide: 1-800-695-8300

New Hampshire: 1-603-863-3311
New England: 1-800-537-0031
"Integrity, quality

J. B.

Local:

and reliable

603-863-3370

service since 1967'

CARPENTER & SON,

INC.

Olde English Greenhouses
220 South Main Street

— Newmarket, NH 03857 — (603) 659-3391

*The Geranium Specialists''

Wholesale Growers
Geraniums (year-round;
4" prefinished Geraniums
2'/." Ivy Geraniums & Fuchsia
Martha Washington Geraniums
Spring Hanging Baskets
Hydrangeas
2'/2"

JOHN

B.

CARPENTER,

President

—

ROBERT

Lilies/Bulbs

Azaleas

Cyclamen
Poinsettias

Foliage

J.

CARPENTER, General Manager

ME
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And The Winners Are...
FFA

The

competitions

an

are

"interciricular activity" of the vocational agriculture

programs

in

New

Hampshire high schools. This year's
competitions in the areas of FloricultureandNursery/Landscapewereheld
New Hampshire in
Durham on April nineteenth. Ten
schools competed.

at the University of

In the

Nursery/Landscape Competi-

tior^

there were separate contests in

the

areas of pruning, propagation,
maintenance, customer

equipment

assistance,

plant

disorders,

plant

identification, and landscape drawing,
as well as a general exam. Manchester School of Technology took first
place and had three of its team members Dustin
Heiberg,
Darren
Weatherbee, and Steve Geff—earn
the three highest individual scores.
Bob Bickford is the instructor at
Manchester. Cheshire (Keene) came

—

second and

in

Fall

Mountain

(Al-

stead) placed third.
In the Floriculture Competition, the
contest areas were plant identification, floral design, pinching, selling,

customer complaints, and job interview. Alvime (Hudson) won the highest team score. Felicia Rati is the instructor at Alvime. Fall Mountain
came in second and Dover placed
third. Top individual scores went to
Gail Whitney and Carrie Mason of
Alvime and Tammy Woodell of Fall
Moimtain.

Bob

Bickford, instmctor at Manchesnoted that the national FFA organization updates the competitions
ter,

en

lEK

Kf

w

E

every three years and that this was
the first year of a new three-year

more ability; "some will go onto
Thompson School; some will be enter-

This time, more emphasis was

ing the workplace right out of high
school. Either way, activities like this

cycle.

placed on communication and Bob
felt "the kids did real well with the

new material."
The winning teams

represent
New Hampshire in regional competition at the Eastem States Exposition
in September and at the national FFA
will

competition in Kansas City in

Novem-

ber.

A

lot

of people contributed

day's success.

to

the

Owen Rogers (UNH

Plant Biology) organized the nursery/
landscape competitions; Charles Wil-

(UNH

Extension) organized the
Jenkins (Thompson
coordinated
and judged tlie
School)
floral design contest. Flowers for this
were contributed by Eliot Rose Comliams

floriculture. Pat

pany of Madbury and Kauffman Floral

Company

of Dover.

Judges included Margaret Pratt (Hillsborough County Extension) and Virginia Hast and Dave Seavey (Merrimack County Extension), Chris
Robarge (Thompson School), and
Robert Kortostynski of Collins Flowers in Nashua.

Funding for the trophies was provided
by the New Hampshire Landscapers
Association and the

New Hampshire

Plant Growers' Association.

Thanks

extended to all these
people. The whole thing was coordinated by David Howell, of the UNH
Program in Adult and Occupational
Education, and graduate student
are

Heidi Smith.
are showing

Dave feels the students
more interest and much

make them more

Representing Our State
Stockman, Spider Web Gardens,
Center Tuftonboro, has been promotBill

ing the nursery/greenhouse side of
things to both state and national law-

makers.

Bill is

gland Nursery Association Legislative
Committee. And he is one of twelve
members nationally of the American Farm Bureau Federation Agricul-

—

—

Nursery and Greenhouse Advisory Committee.

tural

This Febmary he attended the Farm
Bureau's Committee meeting in Austin, Texas. The number-one issue was
minor-use chemicals.

There

is a real need for smaller growers to keep accurate records of what

they use to justify to the companies
the $14(X) it costs to reregister a product.

(Or each formulation of a

pro-

duct. Sevan, for example, is available
in fifty

formulations

— and each costs

$1400 to register.) And as the EPA's
funds have been cut from a high of
twenty-five million to this year's three,

the reregistration backlog has increased to 2,400 cases. The agency is
years behind.

Companies

reregister only what's be-

ing used. The more specialized chemithe ones used by smaller, more

cals

—

growers

—create

these are the ones that
dropped. When a product
profit;

less
will

be

not
only 60-90 days
to find another producer. If a new

reregistered, there

The "America the

New Hampshire
New En-

the

representative on the 1991

specialized

Congress Passes "America the Beautiful";
Community Trees in New Hampshire to Benefit

employable." So the

FFA Competition is good for the plant
industry and good for New Hampshire.

is

is

Beautiful Act of 1990", passed by Congress and signed by President George Bush, authorizes a significant new envirionmental program. A key
component of the program is a National Tree Planting Initiative which calls for
the planting, maintenance, and improvement of one billion trees per year over the
next several years. The goal of the new National Tree Planting Initiative is to increase reforestation, enhance the environmental and aesthetic qualities of rural
and urban areas, and reduce global carbon dioxide levels.

completely

$15,000,000

FY 1991, the Small Business Administration (SBA) has been appropriated
to make grants and to enter into contracts with any State for the purpose of contracting with smedl businesses to plant and maintain trees on land owned

One-third of the pesticides once available are no longer being sold. And as

or controlled by States or local governments.

it

For more information contact Mary K- Reynolds, Urban Forester, State of New
Hampshire, Department of Resources and Economic Development, Division of
Forests and Lands, PO Box 856, Concord, NH 03302; 603/271-2214. Watch

duce a new product, it seems important to keep the old ones on the shelf.
The Farm Bureau will lobby to keep

Also

for

in

more

details in

upcoming

THE PlaNTSMAN

issues.

producer is not found until after this
90-day period, he will have to pay a
one-time "active ingredient fee" of
$175,000 for the testing required for a

new

product.

becomes more expensive

them

there.

to intro-

The

basic

Legislative

mission

NENA

the

of

Committee

noted

that,

came
came

from

worked

legislative

to defeat legislation allowing

no pesticide application within a
quarter mile of any public water source
or private well), and horticultural research and development.

The committee
and

states

members

will

common

work

updated.

lative issue that

concentrate on

will

legislative issues

to

If

to all six

NENA

keep

there

is

a legis-

concerns you, you can

Web

contact Bill at Spider

(hardens

(603-569-5056).

The

prize

I^andscape Asso1990/91 offi-

its

These are James Myers,

cers.

Presi-

dent; David Alessandroni, Vice-president;

Bob

surer;

and

Bickford, Secretary/TreaElizabetii Boot, Director.

James

Myers, a landscaper from
Berwick, Maine, intends to pursue the

NHIA

goals of education, profession-

development, and public awareness of the green industry.
al

Friday

The

Fiftii
Annual Seacoast Area
Flower and L,andscape Show, held
March 15-17 in Portsmouth, "worked
out very well," according to Brenda
Schure of the Portsmouth Regional
Visiting Nurses Association. Two
last-minute cancellations were
filled
by Dover High School's
horticulture program and Real
Fallou,
landscaper
a
from
Goffstown. Both displays had
large amounts of forced plant material, which added even more
to the show's color.

very
five

a particularly grey winter.

the First New England Landscape Elxposition (March
14-15) sponsored by the New Hampshire Landscape Association "was
positive," according to Guy Hodgdon,
one of the show's organizers. About
six hundred people
including ex-

The feedback on

—

hibitors

A

arrangements

a small function room in Luka's Restaurant.
A lot of people came.
in

University of

New Hampshire

Greenhouse Open House

(April 5-6),

sponsored by the Plant Biology Department and Thompson School,

UNH, Durham, was

"successful in ev-

greenhouse into
a powerhouse

— for profits.
for information

year,

Rough Brothers
and technical

assistance on these quality products.

Manufacturers
•

meeting was on April 29)
wants next year's bigger and

of:

WfiiteHouse

first

attended

Brenda hopes

than

to get

more

•

—

and

Farm Days

in

Between two and three thousand people attended. In looking at
the addresses of those people reg-

Farm

26-27,
in

Exhibits

at

Weare,

the

Ro-.plo

•

Ebb &

benches
benches

Flo

•
•

Alcoa Aluminum Fin Heating
Heating and ventilating equipment
Maintenance supplies, glass, parts

and more.

Knoxland

New Hamp-

Mike Foley P.O. Box 355
MA 01 867 -61 7/942-1 246

rrm

Reading,

ROUGH
BROTHERS
I

will

include

both

house

Regional Sales Manager

Days, organized by Granite State Dairy
Promotion and tiie NH Department of Agriculture, wiU be
held on Friday and Saturday,

shire.

•

•

New Hampshire Farm

July

Free-standing poly arch houses

Distributors of:

...

...and

•

"21 00" gutter-connected

•Techlite glazing

—

color.

International

Harvest House

The

sea-

involved;
landscapers
she's surprised when she finds
even now area landscapers
who still haven't heard of the
event. But there will be fewer
of them by next year, adding
even more to the show's flowers

The

•
•

ever.

coast

ery way," according to George Estes,
Chairman of the Open House Committee.

expertise
turn your

over 2500
more than lastattended. And the planning committee for the 1992
Show (its

This
people— 500

Weare
The

Let

Rough Brothers'

Call the experts at

year,

(1)

to-

For information, contact Lynne Blye
at (603) 271-3696.

more people have

Each
come.

—attended, "wliich was good

The landscapers
plan to hold the event again in 1992.
for the first year."

be advertised more

will

ward tile agricultural community
and Saturday, toward the general public. But people can come on either
day they choose.

first
seacoast show
years ago in response

dozen
flower
were displayed

better

A Spring Show Wrap-up...

was won by Nelson Baum
Maine (which, by the way,

in this state.

to

has elected

ciation

plies,

40 miles from Durham).

began

New Officers

and promote equipment, supand services useful to New
Hampshire agriculture and forestry
and (2) commodity and interest
group exhibits which show the
products and activities of the commercial farming and forestry done
vertise

great distances, 95%
fi-om within a 55-mile radius.

of Wells,
is

The
The New Hampshire

door prize, it was
although some people

istering for the

is to "identify

concerns within
the region and to help develop successful approaches to these concerns." These concerns include taxation issues (there is a wide range of
taxation policies on poly houses, for
example), pesticide regulation, land
use restrictions and water management (in Massachusetts, the NENA

common

Cincinnati, Ohio

I

•

1-8CXD/543-7351

commercial exhibits which adJ U N E / J r L Y

EASTERN

WHITE PINE
6-10' Height
Beautiful, heavy,

Vermont, Connecticut Valley
nursery grown.

Growing 500 Acres of New England's Finest Trees & Shrubs

604 Main Street
Cromwell, Connecticut 06416

Phone (203) 635-5500
Fax (203) 635-3685

HARRY STOLLER &
109-113 Essex

St., Haverhill,

CO.,

Inc.

Mass. 01830, (508) 373-6838, (800) 322-0332

We cater to the small and medium size nursery in any quantity desired:
1

.

New heavy grade domestic
untreated

& no-rot-treated

2.

Open

3.

New windbreak burlap

4.

Balling

burlap bags

bags

burlap sqs.

5.

Wire baskets

6. Flat-folded
7.
8.

9.

burlap basket liners

Truck covers
Sisal twine

&

poly twine

Woven polypropylene sqs.

35 Portt^d

St., East Rochester, NH 03867 • (603) 332-7388 • 332-0127 • 332-5?:^
B & B CONTAINER AND BARE ROOT GROWN: TREES • EVERGREENS • SHRUBS •
SMALL FRUITS - FRUIT TREES - ROSES - AZALEAS • RHODODENDRONS
ANNUALS • PERENNIALS • GERANIUMS 10" FALL MUMS
NURSERY CARTS • TRACKING TRAILERS
•

CAU- OR WRTTE RDR CATALOG • DBJVmV SSWK:E OR FARM P ICK-UPS WELODME • HARDY NH GROWN
PLANfTMMBRlAL

.

ELSEWHERE
A New Book

IN

laboratories. Inc.,

NLA Landscape
News, March/April, 1991.

Reprinted from

according to Jeff Martin, Sales and

on an integrated pest management approach to the control of fu ngus

Marketing Manager, Horticultural

gnats and shore

Division.

available from

Herbicide Injury to Trees and Shrubs: A

Guide to Symptom Diagnosis
diagnoses damage from herbicides to

Pictorial

Tlie

new

St.

Louis, Missouri,

product, a water stable emul-

sifiable concentrate,

for ornamentals,

landscape plants.

THE NEWS

can also be used

and others dealing with chemicals

for

weed control, the book details all the
commonly used agronomic, horticuland noncrop herbicides that
might impact woody plants.

tural,

This reference can be ordered

for

$24.95, plus $2.00 for shipping

and

handling, from Blue Crab Press,

PO

Box

5055, Virginia Beach,

VA

2345,5-

.5055.

grown vegetables.

A

quick-acting spray, IT(R) 1133
Pyreth-lt
contains natural pyrethrum synergized with Piperonyl Butoxide and is effective against a wide

TM

Insecticide

and

Two Brochures from
Whitmire
PT(R) 1133 IVeth-llTM, a botanical
insecticide cleared for use on vegetables until the day of hai-vest, has
beenintroduced by Whitmire Research

Both are now

number

or address already given.

number of insect species.

New Thrips

Discovered in

Florida
Reprinted from

AAN

Update,

April 8 1991.

known

Thrips palmi, previously not

to

Itiseffective

occur

in

continental U.S., has infested

against 14 different pests on 23 veg-

areas

in

Dade County,

etable crops, 5 pests

in

mushroom pro-

duction, and 17 pests attacking orna-

mentals, trees, shrubs, and roses.

It

alsokillsaquaticdipterainhydroponic
water systems.

For more information or technical

A Botanical

flies.

Whitmire distributors
or by contacting Whitmireatthephone

mushrooms, and with

water systems for hydroponically
Written for use by nurserymen, landscapers, extension agents, sales reps,

other,

as-

Whitmire at (800) 3253668 or write Whitmire Research
laboratories. Inc., 3568 Tree Court
sistance, call

Industrial Blvd., St. Ia)uis,

Also, two

Florida.

A

po-

agronomic, vegetable,
and some ornamental crops, it is
thouglil to spread wilii wind currents.
Officials fear that controls— biological
or chemical
may be partial at best.
Quarantine measures have not been
enacted to date. A working gi'oup is
being formed to assess research and
tential pest of

—

other needs.

MO 63122.

new pest management bulle-

tins have recently been released by
Whitmire. Oneis on aphid control; the

Canadian Japanese Beetle
Quarantine Enforced
Reprinted from

Apnl 8

AAN

Update,

1991.

Reports have been received (by AAN)
shipments being refused by Canadian authorities because
of nurseo' stock

of the Japanese beetle. Five New England states areamong the states listed

From the Griffin Guru

as infested with the beetle.

Old Pesticide:

Is It

OK to

You purchased chemicals some time ago. Now you realize they are two
years old. You also bought one product, that you heard was going off the
market, so that you would have a supply to last you several years. We get
time about what you can do with the old stuff you have in your

calls all the

cabinet. Products

you don't use because of a crop change,

(Maine

listed as partially infested.)

Use?

etc.

products sold, and or used, must be registered in your State. You are
subject to inspection and control of theproducts in your cabinet regardless

All

when you bought it. One grower was told not to use a product he had
because it was not registered with the State at the time the inspector found
it. Sometimes the age has nothing to do with iL It could be that the
manufacturer didn't bother to do his job or wasn't told it was going into
your State. What a pain in the neck when all you want to do is bring a crop

is

All nurs-

shipments— except bare
root— from these states may be reguery stock

lated for Japanese beetle by Canada. If
you have Canadian orders booked for
shipment this yeai', it would be sensible to contact your state regulatory
officials and make sure that these orders can be properly certified.

of

to market.

Therefore,

we suggest that you

accordance with the

lable.

is to

use them up

ager, April 1991.

Increasing demand for herbs has
prompted the USDA to publish the
National Herb Report. Published each
Wednesday, the report features

.

Buy only what you need, when you need it.
Rememben the best way to get rid of pesticides

Herb Report
Reprinted from Greenhouse Man-

in

wholesale herb prices, states of origin,
types ofcontainers used, and methods

June/July

1991

9

Cost is $6 a montii. For
more: USDA Market News Branch,
536 S. Clark Street, Room 942, Chicago. Illinois 60605; (312) 35J0111.
of packaging.

recently unveUed by Trans-Tree Cor-

transplant, including the cost of the

The 102-inch, 10 spade tree
spade will dig and transplant trees up
to an 18-inch caliper and 44'feet tall.

tree.

poration.

An

Reprinted from Nursen' Business
Gro^-er, April 1991.

The

Size Isn't Eveo'thing, But....

WTiat

is billed

mounted

tree

soil.

interchangeable optional S5-inch,

8-spade digger head is also available
with this unit A special seasonal road
permit is required for the 1 02-inch u nit.
first

For road transport, trees are tilted
rearward to prevent wind damage to
limbs. The unit has fore and aft tilt,
plus sidetiltthroughuse of outriggers.

The machine

unit in operation has trans-

spade transplanter was

requires a heavy duty,

tandem axle truck equipped with

planted up to three large trees per day
at an average charge of $5000 per

as the world's largest

The 102-inch soil ball is 60 inches

deep and contains 4.6 cubic yards of

least a 400-hp engine.

^

Minutes
April

5,

1991

The meeting was at PleasantView Gardens. Tom Price, Chris Robarge, Bob Demers, Bruce Holmes, and John, Jeff, and Henry
Huntington were there.

Minutes and financial report were read and approved. A letter from Kirk Wyant was read. In it he introduced Mary Reynolds,
the director of the America the Beautiful tree-planting campaign in New Hampshire. She has asked the NHPGA for its help in
setting up a directory of sources for plant material. Both Kirk and Mary felt that this was an opportunity for the NHPGA to be
,

of real service to

its

members.

The Board felt that questionnaires sent rareh' got much response, so it was decided that Chris would send a membership list
to Mary and that she would be invited to ejcplain the program and the NHPGA's possible part in it at the June meeting.
Tom Price reported on the NHPGA Booth at the New Hampshire Landscape Exposition. He and Bob Demers passed out
information and membership forms during the two days of the exposition. Bob mentioned that the booth looked good and that
a lot of people stopped by.

ThePlantsman was reported upon. The issues will come out on time, but there may be difficulty in retaining advertisers because
We v^ill have another issue in the present format which will be sent to potential members as part of
membership campaign, but after that, there may be some cost cutting here as well

—

of the increase in rates.
a

The next topic was the summer meeting. It was decided to rent a smaller 26-passenger bus rather than a large 40-passenger one
for the trip to Doug Cole's. This would be driven on a continual circuit for the main part of the day.
It

was decided that

There

will

afternoon

Perillo's in

Manchester would cater the luncheon.

— probably

It

would be an

all-you can-eat

— Dan Gilrange form the Cornell Cooperative Extension. He

be a speaker

IPM

in

in

barbecue

for $10.50.

the morning and in the
the greenhouse and those attending both sessions receive credit toward pesticide license
will

speak

in

recertification.

There will also be an auction and the money

will

go to the scholarship fund. There

will

be a door prize of a weekend

for

two

at

WatervilleValley.

For those preregistering, the cost wUl be $20. For those who

drop in the cost

is

$25.

The meal

is

included for both. Vendor

registration is $20.

The only new business was that Channel
a board at the auction

.

It

was decided

11

that

had given Chris information on the cost of underwriting a TV show or sponsoring
not the time to do this, but that the information would be kept for future

now was

reference.

There was no meeting

in

PRUNERS

May. the next meeting will be June

-

5.

LADDERS

PUMPS

FORKLIFTS
ROUTE

116, P.O.

COxNWAY,

BOX 540

MA

01341

413-369-4335

For Friendly, Courteous,

CALL US AT

HOSE
10

1-800-634-5557

TANKS

THE Pl.^NTSM.AN

REELS

Efficent, Technical Service

FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGS

MOWERS

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

at

WESTON NURSERIES

'A

INTRODUCTION'
A

phrase which stands for the very best that

fifty

years of horticultural innovation and testing can

produce. Weston Nurseries

is proud to have
developed and introduced these outstanding
plants for the benefit of the American Nursery

Rhododendron PJM
{Hybridized

m
U

in 1

Industry.

940)

Rhododendron PJM (1940)'
Rhododendron Henrys Red

Azalea Jane Abbott fi942r
(1

958)'

Azalea Vykingri958j*

Rhododendron Shrimp Pink Hybnds fi958j*

Azalea Pink and Sweei (1963)'

Rhododendron Agio

(1

Azalea Parade

Rhododendron Olga

Mezitt

964)'
{1

964)'

(J

963j*

Azalea Golden Showers

Rhododendron Westons Pink Diamond

(1

Azalea Pink Clusters

964)

(1

Rhododendron Molly Fordham (1966)'

m

Rhododendron Milestone f J 972j*
Rhododendron

April

'YEAR HYBRIDIZED

Snow (1978)'

FOR THE FINEST "NEW ENGLAND-GROWN" PLANTS,
OUR WHOLESALE SALES YARD OR CALL AND ASK
FOR TOM WILHELM, DAVE WALKER OR TOM WILLIAMS.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HELPING YOU.

VISIT

Since 1923

Weston I^rseries

1

Inc

of Hopkinton
Growing New England's
E.

Main

largest variety of landscape-size plants, shrubs, trees

From Boston

MA

and perennials

01748, Tel. (508) 435-34V
186, Hopkinton,
235-3431, Toil free in MA, 1-800-322-2002 FAX 508-435-3274

St. (Rte. 135), P.O.

Box

(1

963)'

972)'

"

Hardy Northern-Grown Planting Stock
A

Partial Listing

CONTAINER-CROWN STOCK

BARE-ROOT STOCK

TRAYS
& UP
Austrian Pine

Japanese Black Pine

Mugho

Eastern White Pine

Pine pumllio

Black Hills spruce
Colorado Blue spruce
Norway Spruce
White Spruce

OTHER CONIFERS

9-1S

SPRUCES

Colorado Blue Spruce

2-2

6-12
'

wnich

IS

refunaable upon

r

Norway Spruce
White Spruce

ESTERN

^^m^INE

6-12"
6-12'
6-12"

All

)

PINES

Mugho

Pines are top pruned

All

ONE EVERGREEN DRIVE

seedlings are root pruned

MAY BE SHIPPED INTO THE STATES OF CALIFORNIA MONTANA. UTAH, OREGON.
IDAHO AND THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

.

!^M^^>^'^^

• P.O. BOX 250
FRYEBURC, MAINE 04037
1-800-447-4745 • FAX 1-207-935-2043

Deep-rooted quality since 1923.

NORTHERN NURSERIES
WHOLESALE HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
U.S. Route 5 • White River Junction,

16

Pinkham Road West

•

Barrington,

VT 05001

NH

03825

SERVING THE PROFESSIONAL
WITH ABOVE GROUND PLANT MATERIAL
Distributors in the following lines:
• Lofts Seeds
• Birchmeier Sprayers
•
•

•

DeWitt Weed Barrier
Corona Hand Tools
Earthway Spreaders

Lebanon Turf Fertilizers
Mulch & Grow Hydroseeding Fiber
Nursery & Landscape Supplies
)Iies
>

Contact:

Jim Babb, Mgr. • White River Junction, VT • (802) 295-2117
Bruce Fuller, Mgr. • Barrington, NH • (603) 868-7172
^ .^;

GOOD SERVICE • DEPENDABLE QUALITY • CONVENIENT LOCATION

—
liJliigiiiiiiiiiiiiB^^

New Hampshire Horticulture
An Overview
Steve Taylor

o,ne of the questions I'm frequently

We've been heading in that direction
ourselves, and that means more and

is "What is the biggest component of New Hampshire agriculture?"

asked

People usually look at me

ment when

tell

1

them

farming

is still

try.

the fact that

That explains why many

horticul-

it's

ture. Surely the vast majority of

Hampshire residents think

more sales for the horticultural indus-

There's no mistaking

in astonish-

the green industry

New

passed milk production

that dairy

the biggest agricultur-

as the state's

but there's no mistaking the
fact that the green industry passed
milk production as the state's biggest
enterprise sometime back in the
al activity,

biggest enterprise

sometime back
"in

at

the 1980's7

—

prospects are for continued growth.

The boom

of the mid-1980s probabwon't be seen again for a while,
but I'm confident therell be continued growth, only at a more moderate
pace. That boom was driven almost
solely by the land development rush,
but now the green industry can look
ly

economic health stemming from
diversity and changing consumer
tastes and values.
to

first.

Greenhouses have been springing up
over the New Hampshire countryside, and with ever>' greenhouse has

all

come

a particular personality or im-

print that

its

owner has put upon

Consumers today want
more choice the better.

want green
and blossoms hanging by the windows; they want foundation plantings, rich sod lawns and attractive
beds and borders outside. Just look
at photographs of typical New Hampshire housesand neighborhoods from
a generation ago and compare with
similar settings today and you'll see
how much has changed, how much
people have changed the visual appearance of the typical residential
at the dining table; they

—

ranging from greenproduction
nursery
house
and
through retail sales of plant materials
and services of all kinds is worth
about $75 million in aggregate economic activity and its long term
Horticulture

about diversity

New Hampshire traffic circles.

Consumers want color and fragrance

1980s.

Let's talk

it.

choice, the

A geranium may be a geranium in any

A

part

of this

diversity

thing,

of

the specialization we find in
plant production enterprises. 1

course,

is

many
know a woman who does nothing but
grow a certain shade

of yellow petun-

which she completely sells out of
every May. A discriminating group of
customers has found her specialty,
and she's got a niche in the market
ia,

catering to them.

There are consumers who travel to a
dozen or 20 different horticultural reevery week during the spring
and summer looking for new and dif
ferent things. And with more and
tailers

more locations offering plant materials, consumers are given more and
more exposure to what s being of

area.

The appearance

of commercial areas
has changed even more dramatically.
For a retail business be it a store,
bank, restaurant, or what-have-you

—

to

be credible today,

body.

vey permanence and reliability to
someone approaching a business es-

Now what about changing
consumer values?

tastes

and

submit that New Hampshire people
—like the rest the population in the
Northeast are become more EuroI

—

By

generation ago, a paved
was all that it took to con-

tablishmenl.

But today an approaching customer
reads the establishment by its lawns,
shnibsand trees. And the presence of

green materials inside is just as important an indicator of the personality
of a business to its customers.

has adapted well

Consumers

and furnishing our

ues

love the variety of prod-

which

to

choose and purchase products.

More greenhouses may seem like
much more suicidal competi-

just so

some, but diversity in settings
and offerings builds buyer interest
and enthusiasm for all horticultural
tion to

crops.

land-

lot

especially as they relate to decorating

of settings in

must be

A

parking

and that helps build an expanding base of customers for every-

peanized

—and

it

scaped.

fered,

dozen different greenhouses,
it can seem different to a conbut
sumer in each and every house,
depending on how il is potted, grown
out, present- ed, priced and promoted.
of a

ucts

New Hamp-

farm stands feature flowers
alongside their vegetables, why supermarkets have ever-larger floral departments, why people make money
selling bouquets from pickup trucks
shire

in

their tastes.

that

1

mean that we're adopting buying and
consumption patterns similar to those
of our cousins in nortliern Europe,
living spaces.

P^uropeans expect to find flowers on
their kitchen tables the way we expect to find salt and pepper shakers:
it's a given, a firm expectation of how
something shall be. Europeans are
also high on quality plantings and

landscaping around their
business establishments.

homes and

New

Hampshire's horticultural

in-

dustry has sensed tliese changes and
to

closely

to

them.

follow

its

If it

contin-

customer

tastes and adapts to their shifting

preferences as
past,

it

it

has

in

the recent

keep growing and pros-

will

pering.

Steve Taylor

is

the

Commissioner of

Agriculture of the State of New

Hampshire.
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Have you seen
our new
perennial
catalog?

VAN BERKIM NURSERY
Peter

6^^
9

OPEN HOUSE

AM

Thursday

to

PM

AUGUST 22,

603 463-7663

COME ENJOY THE DAY
WITH US

p. ...... ......if
I

4

& Leslie van Berkum, 4 James Rd., Deerf ield, NH 03037

Rain

I

or

1991

L....... ......

Shine

Speakers For Pest Credits
New Products Prizes Refreshments Discounts
Held Every Other Year 1989 Attendance over 1000
Exhibits

•

•

•

•

•

T<^ GRIFFIN

GREENHOUSE & NURSERY SUPPLIES
1

61 9

MAIN ST RT. 38 TEWKSBURY, MA.
•

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE

01 876-0036

1-508-851-4346

^
^^^^^^^

IH^ $-UfmM^
f&^
^
^
^^ j^

downand Pleasant Viewhasgone from

Z»>^^

1 2,000 square feet of foliage to
be rewholesaled last year to 8000 square
As the market shifts, so do
the crops.

feet this.

The Huntingtons—Jon and sons Jeff

—

and Henry bought Pleasant View
Gardens fifteen years ago. Then there
were three greenhouses totalling
18,000 square feet. Today there are
four acres of houses totalling 150,000
square feet. Sixty people work here
during spring production.

m

Many people in the green
house and nursery business
been to Pleasant View Gardens
in Pittsfield. ITie Plant Growers' Association had its Summer Meeting

^1^

have

here eight years ago.

But Pleasant View

is large and conchanging. There are always
it was decided
hold the 1991 NHPGA Summer

tinually

meeting there.

Mark

grown about everything, looking
our niche." But

in

the last

sk

for

years,

they've settled down, concentrating

on producing plugs and

They

useful things to see and
to

The crops have changed. "We've

are

still

in

cell

the

packs.

process of

streamlining, but variety is needed
to keep the greenhouses filled and
potted flowering crops (ranunculus,
astilbe) hanging baskets, and 4" annuals are grown. Foliage plant sales are
,

Two new
fill

gaps

marketing devises, used
in

to

the year's sales, are the

'PleasantPac' and Color Bowls.

The

is an oblong 5x10 conbowls are terra-cotta colored plastic— both are filled with a
variety of annuals or flowering plants
and are sold to the impulsive gardener who wants instant color.

'PleasantPac'
tainer; the

There are two large houses.

A

ten-

bay 30,000-square foot double-poly
from Rough Brothers was put up in
1989. The ground is healed with hot
water pipes and covered with weed
barrier. Plants grown there range
from "non-stop begonias" Oike tuberous, but propagated by seed) to the
poinsetUas that will be there in August. The house works well, although

Crispi Illustration

Confirmed
Meeting Exhibitors

NHPGA Summer

Verkade's Nursery
Roaring Brook Nurseries
Griffin GH & Nursery Supply
Northeast Nursery Inc.
Liberty International Trucks
Orchard Equip. & Supply Co.
Farm Family Insurance Co.
Knoxland Equipment Inc.

Gardenworks Marketing
Van Berkum Nursery

AMS

Marketing

Sharon Sales Co.
Bailey Nurseries Inc.

Quality Plants Inc.

D.A Posocco Inc.
& Co.
Roseland Nursery
B.E. Supply

Skldelsky

W.

Wageman

Hamois Industries
Tuckahoe Turf Farms
Prides

And

H. Minkowski

Syracuse Pottery

the

Insurance

Inc.

The von Trapp Nursery

Comer Farms

list

SUPPORT THESE FINE FOLKS.

grows everyday

THEY SUPPORT THE NHPGA
Jl.ne/July

1991
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—
there is concern about the drip from
roof condensation. And in the winter,
wind-driven pieces of ice slice the
plastic
which has to be repaired with
tiny pieces of tape.

—

In part of the house are Ro-Flo moveable benches. These can be set up

Ebb and Flo watering
system. Right now "we're not quite
sure how the recycling would work,"
but it should be running by August.
All under-bench heating is hot water,
using Alcoa fin.
for using the

Another house is a one-acre twelvebay Nexus house covered with polygal in which plugs are grown year
round. Half the benches are heated
with alcoa

be

will

half are biotherm.

fin;

spring and cool-crop liners

It

next

stock for

with

filled

—

cycla-

expected ten. With the newer polygal,
this problem has been solved, but
the Huntingtonsplan togo with Exo lite.

Another change may be in the heating
system, now oil. The Huntingtonsare
thinking of going to L.P. gas. They
feel it would be cleaner and less expensive and the tanks would be above ground.

—

Connected

to the

Nexus house

areas where the seeding

are in use.

first

there are twelve free-standing poly

houses

—Nexus, X.S. Smith, Olmeson
Harnois—
with stock

Superlite,

filled

plants and hangers.

be

in

crops

—

poinsettias,

fall

mums

production. Although these

are traditional crops, the scale and

lasted six years rather than the

helpful.

when

it

first

came out, had no solar grade on it
its
it

will

staying quality was disappoint-

Polygal,

and

—

fall

zergocactus, cyclamen,

techniques may be different than
those of a smaller grower. Seeing the
problems and successes of an operation as large as Pleasant View could be

Changes continue.

ing

is an
done.

Along with the two large houses,

In August, the

tem.

is

Both a Hamilton seeder, with a vermiculite hopper, and a Blackmore
seeder, with a wider choice of orifices,

men, primula, cineraria, calceolaria....
Outside are pot mums, among them
new varieties from California Plant,
on an automatically-timed drip sys-

John Bryant of Millican Nursery
is one of this year's co-hosts. At
changes tend to develop
from ideas inspired by what is already
in place. Gardens showcasing new and
underutilized plants were being finished last fall and a new "conifer
garden" was created this year. For the
'

Millican, the

time, perennials are being

sold—

creating "one-stop shopping" for
John's customers; in the field-grown
stock, there is greater emphasis on
Syringa:

lilac

Fr. John
American

fered for the

The

by
founder of the

varieties introduced

L

Plala,

Lilac Society, are being offirst

time.

variety of plant material in the

and holding areas and rows of
potted stock is always worth seeing.
the "Cadillac of winter storages,"
one of the legacies of Mr. Millican's
fields

And

ownership, remains as impressive as
ever.

The 1992 All-America Selections Winners
Reprinted from Greenhouse Manager, May, 1991.

An unusually interesting gioup of All-America Selections winners for 1992 has been announced. They include:
Canna 'Tropical Rose'. Tropical Rose.'an AAS Flower Award winner from American Takii of Salinas, California, is an
improved dwarf canna with soft rose-colored blooms. It is grown fi'om seed rather than rhizomes. The large scarified seeds
fit into bedding plant production. Sow seed 6-8 weeks before selling as green plants in small pots. Tropical Rose' will flower
in a one-gallon container if grown at tropical temperatures. In the garden, Tropical Rose' will thrive in full sun and grow to
2 1/2 feet. Flowers unfold on a spike held above lush foliage.

Salvia 'Lady in Red' "I^dy in Red' is an improved dwarf red salvia that produces flower spikes above the foliage. Crop time
from sewing to first color is about 10-12 weeks; mature plant height is 10-12 inches. This AAS Flower Award winner is from
K. Sahin of the Netherlands.
.

Dill

'Femleaf

for sale in 4-6

'Fernleaf plants are basal branching and grow to 18 inches. This annual herb is easy to grow and is ready
weeks. Ternleaf is ornamental as well as useful it's suitable for patio containers; it can be used fresh or dried
This AAS Vegetable Award winner is from W. Atlee Burpee & Co. of Warminster, Pennsylvania.
.

—

for seasoning.

Carrot 'Thumbelina'. Thumbclina,' a round gourmet can'ot from Petroseed of Saticoy, California, is recommended for
gi'ecnhouse growers who have customer requests for unique vegetables or container gardens. This AAS Vegetable Award
winner is ready for the salad bowl 60-70 days fi-om sowing.

Vinca 'Pretty in White'. An AAS Bedding Plant Award and Flower Award winner, 'Pretty in White' showed three major
improvements over comparisons: blossoms were larger, up to 1 1/2 inches across; flowers had overlapping petals; and plants
werecompactandbranchingintheflat. This ten-inch-tall sun-lovingannual that wiir'continuetoflowerthroughheat.drought,
summer storms" is from Denholm Seed of Iximpoc, California.

or severe

& Cream'. Flowers of 'Peaches & Cream' are a unique pastel blend of apricot and salmon. It can be
produced as a bedding plant. Plants will spread 10-12 inches, like a ground cover with blooms, and will flower abundantly all
summer. This AAS Flower Award winner was bred by K. Sahin.

Verbena 'Peaches

"Ideal Violet' is the first Fl-hybrid to win an AAS Bedding Plant award. In the greenhouse, "Ideal
on large compact plants. Its large, deep violet bloom is single with a small white eye. Considered an
ai-eas without extreme cold. It was bred by Elidia Flower Seeds Co. of Avoine, France."

Dianthus 'Ideal Violef
Violet' flowered early

annual,

it

.

may overwinter in

—

These plants should be growing in the trial gardens at Prescott Park in Portsmouth, NH, this summer and also at the Fuller
Gardens in North Hampton. To find the trial grounds nearest you, contact AAS, 1311 Butterfield Road, Suite 310, Downers
Grove,

16

Illinois

60515; telephone (708) 963-0770.
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New Hampshire

Plant Growers' Association

Membership Application
Firm

.Operator

Stj-eet

City_

St ate

Zip

Code

Telephone,

Wholesale

Retail

Nursery

Garden Center

Greenhouse

Florist

Please check the committee you would be interested
Publicity

Membership

Directory

NE Greenhoouse Conference

in assisting:

Program

Twilight Meetings

Annual Dues: $25.00 Please send application and check

New Hampshire Plant Growers' Association,

to

56 Leavitt Road, Hampton,

NH 03842

L

_j

r
Registration Form
Plant Growers'

New Hampshire
Association 1991

Summer Meeting
iiiiii

i

iiiiiii

i

iiiiiiiiiiir

Name,

^
^^ summer

The other co-hosl of this year's
meeting is Doug Cole
at D. S. Cole Growers in Louden.
Visitors will have a chance to see his
new house a four-bay, 17,000 square
fool glass house with venlo-style roof
manufactured by Verbakel-Bomkas

Street

City_

Zip

State

Code

—

Pre-registerations

@ $20.00

Total $.

of Holland.

Mail by August

The several systems within the house
are as interesting as the house

A Priva computer system for environmental control controls both climate
and irrigation (hanging basket, ebband-flo, mist). The mist system control uses light as a parameter. Heat/
shade curtains are controlled by tem-

1

to:

NHPGA

itself.

56 Leavitt Road
NH 03842

Hampton,

L.
warm

I

pre-fmished cyclamen, and mums
be beginning to fill the houses.

perature, time, and light intensity.

doubling production
space by allowing a second crop to
be grown inside on the ground.

The glass house

A

August

eration

palletized

benches

bench system moves

into

the

potting

room.

Benches can also be moved out of
the gable end of the house during

days,

is

"an in-between period"

Cole's, but

some

at

clay-pot material—

dahlias,
rosebud imcaladiums,
patiens will still be there; poinset-

—

tias,

will

will

have been

in op-

nearly a year and many
questions about "how it will work in

New Hampshire"
gun

to

will

be answered.

have been be-

^
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SPECIALIZING IN
Heath. .Heather. .. Bearbeny.
.

Herbs... Seashore Plants...

WmSERYl

also,

a full

line

of quality nursery stock

1028 Horseneck Road
02790
Westport,
508-636-5615

na

MA

FOR QUALITY SOD AND SERVICE

Route 3A
Litchfield.

Hubbard Road

NH

Berwick,

427-7000

ME

1-800-848-7550

Big Rolls with Roll-out Service

Convenient Farm Pick-up

Prompt

Delivery Service

Find out more Write
Sales

PO BOX

\^3c NURSERIES

120.

90

Rep Doug

lor

a Catalog or Conact
a! (617) 933-6184

Lentz

SALMON BROOK

STREET, GRANBY, CT 06035

(203) 653^1541

KRAUSLAND FARM, ROUTE

90,

QUINCY. FLORIDA 32351

(904) 627-7501
a division of

PO BOX

Culbro Corporation

SANDY, OR 97055
(503) 668-8032
1288,

good and
B & 8 Shrubs

Wtiolesale Nursery Stock that looks

Container and

sells well

CHARLES LAUGHTON PRESIDENT
JAMES SIMPSON NURSERY SALES
^

Laughion^s
Garden Center Inc.
Cal Laughion, Florist

NURSERY STOCK

•

ANNUALS

-

PERENNIALS
FERTILIZERS

•

INSECTICIDES
LAUGHTONS

Distributors of Sentinel

Foam

Overwinter Blankets

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL NURSERY
Tel. 1-800-633-0159
155-165 Princeton Blvd.
No. Chelmsford, MA 01863

DIF Makes A Difference
A New Technique to Control Plant Development and

Height

Nancy Adams
Keprintedjrom an article by Nancy
Adams, Extension Educator, Rocking-

ham

County, in the

UNH Cooperative

Extension Ornamentals Update,
Spring 1991.

Research is beingconducted at Michigan State on the use of temperature to
control plant height. Dr. Royal Heins
and his associates have discovered
that height can be controlled or regulated by the "DlF"erence between
day and night temperatures. Growers
have traditionally kept greenhouses
wanner during the day than at night
and it is now known that this practice
will produce taller plants than will a
regime of cooler days and warmer
nights. It is also known that changing

specificallytailoredtoyourcrop. Dur-

growth and height.

ing the growing season, the height of

The magazine Greenhouse Grower

is measured and then plotted
on the graph. If it falls above or below the ideal range, the grower can
accelerate or slow the growth by alter-

the crop

ing the

With

DIF temperatures.

this system, apparently

sible to decrease the

regulators and rely

it

pos-

is

use of growth

more on tempera-

has compiled a series of articles concerning DIF. Their 36-page booklet
entitled Control Plant Growth With
Temperature costs $12.00 and can be
obtained by writing: Greenhouse
Grower,
37733
Euclid
Avenue,
Willoughby, Ohio 44094. Telephone:
(216) 942-2000;

FAX:

(216) 942-0662.

ture controls to maintain ideal plant

North Country Product Compost
Gains Acceptance in New Hampshire

the absolute temperature, yet main-

Jay Kilbourn

taining the sameday/nightdifference,
will affect plant

DIF

maturity.

defined as the mathematical

is

between the day tempera-

difference

ture (DT) and the night temperature

(NT):

DIF equals DT minus NT.

If the
higher than the
day's, the DIF value would be a nega-

night temperature

is

tive one.

Plants

grown under equal

have a similar

DIF" values

final height,

although

the rate of maturity will differ with
different temperature regimes. For
example, plants grown at a day/night
temperature of 75 will be the same

heightas, yet more mature than, plants

Oack

days before chemical

in the

fertilizers,

England.

To

this

day

in

New

is utilized

(or

human

extensively, albeit

without adequate sanitation precautions, in agriculture as one ofthe only

sources of plant nutrients and organic matter available. Now the State of
New Hampshire is taking steps to revive an old practice and protect public

new

the height ofthe plant increases.

reverse

state roadways. At the

at a

day/night temperature of

70.

As the positive DIF number increases,
is

also true. Plants

The
become

In a

effort to evaluate

shorter as the day temperature be-

legislature

comes cooler

new definition

relative to the night

Obviously, using DIF in a working
greenhouse could be somewhat complicated. Michigan State has worked
out a method of charting or graphing
the desired growth of selected potted
plants such as poinsettias and Easter
lilies. A computer program can take
your desired flowering date, combine
this vrith

the desired finished plant

height, and print out a

is

same

growth chart

time, the

actively considering a
for

compost

waste laws. Feedstocks

temperature.

the ability to provide plant nutri-

ents over the long term,

«

the use as an ideal lopsoil substi
tute

when mixed

in the definition of

in its solid

now included

compost include

manures, municipal solid waste, sewage sludge, leaf and yard debris, and
other organic wastes. The State
redrafting

all

is

also

regulations relative to

the manufacture and distribution of
compost derived from any organic

waste material.

Among the many benefits of composts

with

silty

sand,

« low cost relative to conventional
erosion control products and native loam.

According

to

Revin

I^ngston,the

Plant Manager at l^banon's

"We used

Compost

our
wastewater sludge just to solve a
waste problem. Then we sent the ash
to the landfill. Now we manufacture
compost, a valuable resource for our
community, and receive a little revFacility,

health.

and utilize
recycled products, the Department of
Trasnsportation has approved North
Country Products Compost and other
soil amendments for utilization on the

grown

organic content yielding
high erosion control,

«'

other parts of

the world, "night soil"

waste)

« high

good com-

the value of a

post was well understood here in

enue

to incinerate

for the town."

a good year for all of our New
Hampshire plantsmen and women to

This

is

support our municipalities and businesses in this recycling effort. North
Country Products compost specialists
are available to provide technical

in-

formation about their products and

about compost
Call

them

utilization in general.

at 536-5280.

is Group Manager of
Resource Conservation Services, Inc.,
Compost and Processed Products

Jay Kilbourn

Division.

^

are:
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NEW-SKY

GREENHOUSES
Custom-Grown
Landscapers

DRAGON

PRODUCTS COMPANY

Retail

Greenhouses

WHOLESALE ONLY
GROWERS OF THE VERY BEST:
Perennials - Flowering Annuals
Vegetable Plants

AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE
"The

Specialty Crops For

And

WE

DELIVER!

science of sweeter soil"

SHARON NEWSKY
(603) 659-3288

PO. Box

191,

DAME ROAD
DURHAM, NH 03824

Thomaston, Maine 04061

(800) 541-9127

Wre
Newton Greenhouse
32 Amesbury Road, Newton,
603-382-5289

NH

roptuig

03858

Quality Plants

you.

green and flowering
from 2 1/2"

to 10" pots

Holiday, bedding plants, and dish gardens
year round snap, pot

mums,

A quality^ wholesale
trees,

and evergreens

our

grower of shrubs,

in Chichester, N.H. Call for

free catalog iBfe

jflHI

(603) 435-6660.

Gloxinias, and African violets

Licensed propagator

of

New

Guinea Impatients

MILLICAN
NURSERIES. INC

a

Gold Star Sod Farm
& Wholesale Nursery:
Innovation in an Idyllic Setting

X

n

along the ban ks o f

its field s

the Merrimac, the digging of

Gold

Star's

nursery material was

ished early this year, but

it

fin-

was

of

volume. Bobcat skid-steer
loaders using three-spade front-end
diggers could do the work quickly.
With another, scissor-likeattachment,
the Bobcats load the balled and
burlapped material onto trailers.
record

Some

of

it

goes

for pre-sold orders,

some goes to one of Gold Star's three
wholesale yards in Canterbury, in
Lexington, Mass., and in Yarmouth

—

the Merrimac River and a bridge that
has been closed for repairs for as long
as most people here can remember.

The town

likes

it

that way. Gold Star

does too. The road
scene is peaceful.

The

quiet river

on hot

summer

is

quiet and the

where one can swim
afternoons could

lull

a business into complacency, but the
marketplace keeps innovation alive.

The company

currently offers Reed
Canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea)

as a "wetland conservation sod." This

Port on the Cape.

—

The

ten types of
material is varied
maple, three of linden, sbc of birches,

ten of floweringcrab.... Caliper ranges

from

1

3/4

to 3

1/2 inches.

The company's

—was

first

land

—

here

bought in 1968; a
second dairy farm was bought four
years later. The main bam was torn
down, but the cupola was saved and
stands like an ornate gazebo in the
middle of the sales lot. The brick farmhouse is still there, but boarded up
after being gutted by fire. A second
barn is used for a work-and-storage
area and Gold Star's offices are in what
was once the milking shed.
dairy farm

border the river. One
hundred acres are currently in nurs-

All properties

ery stock; sbc hundred in sod production. Sod

the

is

harvested using two of

newer Brower sod harvesters.

18x80 inch (ten square
pieces are stacked per pallet.
Fifty-five

feet)

duction on its Canterbury farm. In
the planning stage is a possible sbcty
acres of broccoli. It would be a late fall

At present. Gold Star irrigates directly
from the river. Their only requirement
is that they keep a record of the a-

grass will withstand relatively long
periods of being underwater, so it's
useful for stabilizing waterways, heal-

of water they use. Most fields
have 6" underground main lines with
4" hydrants laid out for complete coverage using traveler irrigators. There
is one pivot irrigation system 1250'
long that covers a 75-acre field.

ing gullies, and protecting shorelines

crop, designed to supplement broc-

from wave action.

coli

mounl

At the end of the ramp at Exit 18, you
can take a left to the Shaker Village
Museum or a right to Gold Star. A few
yards beyond the Gold Star office is

Gold Star has diversified its farm opthere is sod and there are
erations

—

being grown in northern Maine.
market's there," Kirk Weyant,

The

F'ami Manager, says. And he's fully
confident Gold Star's newest crop will

shade trees; there are retail outlets in
Massachusetts and a wreath factory in
Maine and Christmas trees in Nova
Scotia. But the company hopes to diversify still further and this year is

The Plantsman

looking seriously into vegetable pro-

article.

be a success.

(B.P.)

thanks Kirk Weyarlt,

Gold Star's fann manager, for the
ideas

and infonnation

in this

^
June /J
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CAVICCHIO

GREENHOUSES
Wholesale Growers
110 Codjer Lane
MA 01 776
(508)443-7177

Sudbury,

ANNUALS

FALL PANSIES

JUMBO ANNUALS

PERENNIALS

HARDY MUMS
GROUND COVER

HOLIDAY PLANTS
CLASSIC PERENNIALS

HARDY

KALE & CABBAGE

FALL

ANNUALS

FLOWERING HANGING BASKETS

/.

,^cvv^^^

Vxi

Q^o

SUPPLIES

Hemlock Rd.

-

&

EQUIPMENT

Langdon

Mailing Address: P.O. Box

&

pre-filled flats
pots
restricted pesticides

Charlestown,

fertilizers

^.-.

SUPPLY

B,E,
^\ GREENHOUSE

^'" ^^

New

O

Hampshire 03603

& Plasti Vac
& Sunshine Soils

distributors for Plasti Form
distributors for Hyde Park

Kord products
•JMM greenhouse

603-835^6930

.

Improving Customer Service and Selection
With a Customer Survey!
Tina Sawtelle

X

prime time to let your customers
you what they want from you in
service and selection of products. We
must change with market demands.
You have to know what products are
in demand. Customer surveys help
you keep on top of these demands.

tions

Do you know what your customers
are looking for when they come to

You may

your business? Are they satisfied
with your service? What other items
would they buy if you had them?
You may think you know the answers to most of these questions but
you might be surprised with the valuable information you may obtain with
a customer survey.. .right from the
horse's mouth.

characteristics of the customers that

t's

tell

Before doing a survey, you need to
decide what information will be most

What information do
you want? Are you thinking of adding an enterprise and need help with

valuable to you.

this decision?

There are various types of surveys
you could perform: in-store, survey, or
at locations
ple.

The

with large groups of peo-

in-store survey asks ques-

tions of your present customers. This
is

the type

we

will discuss.

The

ques-

ask about product selection
and services. Sample questions might
be: "Are you satisfied with the products and service we provide?"; "Are
our salespeople courteous?"; "What
products and services would you like

Remember
m

want
target market. That

Offer multiple choice questions

whenever possible. These have a
much better chance of being

to identify
is,

are buying from you?

The questions should be easy to
read and understand.

*

that are not offered?".
also

these pointers about de-

signing a survey.

your

what are the

"Do you own

a

home?"; "What age group are you
in?" (offer groups); "Are you a male
or female?"; "How far did you drive
to get to our store?"; 'What town
do you live in?"; "What best deprofession?" (offer
your
scribes
choices); "Learn about your advertising effectiveness by asking, "How
did you learn about our store?"
(offer choices).

answered.

* Keep the survey to one page.
% Ask customers to the survey
fill

out. Usually they won't

their

own

do

it

unless something

on
is

wrong.
e Ask for name and address
as an option for your customer
mailing

list.

Think about designing a survey now
for this season. Smart marketers stay
on top of their customer needs and
desires.

Find out about your customer base
and how frequently they come to

Keep marketing!

your store. "How often do you come
to our store?" (offer choices); "When
did
you last come to our store?";
"What do you buy from our store?"
(offer choices); "How much do you
usually spend at each visit?" (offer

Tina Sawtelle, principal of Sawtelle
Marketing Associates, consults with
agricultural direct retail businesses on

marketing and merchandising. In
addition, she teaches agricultural

business

management techniques at

the Ttiompson School at

choices)

UNH.

^

Carino Nurseries
Lining Out Stock

Million of Seedlings

High Quality Reasonable Prices
Over 100

selections for Christmas trees, ornamentals, windbreaks, timber, soil conservation, wildlife cover.

Free Catalog: Carino Nurseries

PHONE:

Box

538, Dept. CC, Indiana, Pensylvania 15701

412-463-3350 or 463-7480

June/ July

1991
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fherry
fffill
nurseries
\^

inc.

/

Cherry Hill Street
West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985

We Welcome Your Visit!

WHOLESALE ONLY
Growers of Quality Hardy Plants
Trees

-

Shrubs - Evergreens
Container Grown

B&B and

508-462-6688
A growing tradition since 1832

S ii iSil^
i

iffir€iifgiiafffi
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Potted Delphiniums
E. Jay

in

Holcomb and David J. Beattie
under

totally artificial light in about
60 days using large plugs as starting

ne of the advantages of perennials
is that they be dual-use plants:

pots

they can be enjoyed as a flowering
plant in the

home, then planted

in

material.)

the

Temperature. Plants

garden and enjoyed for years to come.

A

tall

nates very well

when

fresh, but store

Sow seed

o o o o

>

c

plug trays in a welldrained medium, covering lightly.
Most peatlite mixes have adequate
drainage. It's best not to use a plug
tray with more than 200 cells so that
the seedlings have some space in
which to grow before transplanting.
in

Temperature is critical. Keep medium
temperature 70 F with daytime air
temperature between 70 and 80 F.
Germination should occur within 1014 days. When germinating in summer, be careful that temperatures

Height control. Use growing tem-

commercial grower. Some bare-root

peratures to control height. Tliere are

field-grown transplants are also avail-

no giowth retardants

able, but often don't

do well because

of root-borne diseases.

Forcing. For forcing, grow plants
5-inch or 6-inch pots.

A

4-inch pot

in

Media and

fertilizer.

Use

a porous,

well-drained growing media with a
natural pH. Tlie coarse peatlite mixes

work very

well.

The

fertility

of the

mix should initially be low, but you
should begin fertilizing soon after
transplanting. A complete fertilizer
like 20-10-20 at 100 to 200 parts per
million at each irrigation is very effective.
is critical for

High iiTadiance appears

delphinium.
to

important than pholoperiod.

be more
l-"or

ex-

ample, in November, December, and
January, the naturally low light levels

Growing On. Once the seed has germinated, grow seedlings on at lower
temperatures, as low as 55-60 F at
night and up to 75 F during the day. In
summer, this may require a fan and
pad cooled greenhouse. You can also

phiniums

shading, but this reduces the light

in-

tensity.

Fertilize lightly.
fertilizer

A

(20-20-20)

is

suitable,

al-

though a fertilizer that is lower in
phosphorus and ammonium nitrogen
(15-15-15,

for

example) produces

more compact seedlings. It takes 7-9
weeks for the seedlings to grow to a
transplantable size of 1-2 inches.

shown, however, that some of the
tardants (A- Rest and Su magic,
example) do reduce plant height.

re-

for

Pests. Delphinium
the

same

will

be affected by

insects that aUecl other

greenhouse crops. Scouting and
low sticky cards are the

yel-

first line of

defense. Delphinium are also suscepto some disease, but using a
pathogen-free media should eliminate most problems.

tible

Jay Holcomb and David J. Beattie
are professors offloriculture at Penn
E.

Pennsylvania. This research was
funded by Bedding Plants Foundation,
iMnsing, Michigan. This article

is

excerpted from "Culture Notes" in the
August 1990 GrowerTalks. ^^

New England won't stimulate rapid

flowering.

If

you want to flower deluse supplemen-

1992 AARS Winners

in winter,

Reprinted from GrowerTalks,

tary light.

April 1991

High-intensity discharge lamps at

650 foot-candles used from 5 p.m. to
8 a.m. successfully stimulated flowering in the work at Penn State, but
there are probably
that could do the same thing
other light re-

general-purpose

la-

State University, University Park,

Light. Light

in

specifically

belled for delphiniums. Research has

is

don't get too high.

control high day temperatures with

Keeping day and night temperatures
fairly close to each other tends to
shorten stem length. However, a lower
day temperature may increase the time
needed to produce the crop.

possible to purchase plugs from a

It's

too small to hold the plant upright.

cold after collection.

F, but

ature of 70.

1/2 to 3 feet in
height should work well. "Blue
Springs," "Blue Fountains," and "Connecticut Yankee" are recommended.
that are naturally 2

it

50

their

seem like the type to grow in a pot. In
gardens, delphiniums range from 3 to
8 feet tall, but the group of varieties

Propagation. The most practical
method of propagating delphiniums
is from seed. The time of sowing depends on when you want the delphinium to flower. For example, if
you want the plants large enough to
force in the fall, you would sew the
seed in June. Delphinium seed germi-

to

growth rate is much slower.
Sensible temperatures are a night
temperature of 60 F and a day temper-

delphinium doesn't

plant like a

tolerate night

temperatures as low as 40

gimes

equally well.

months of March and
delphinium grow and flower

In the brighter
April,

rapidly under natural greenhouse
(The researchers also
flowered delphinium as a cut flower

conditions.

Brigadoon, a hybrid tea rose with
coral pink blooms, Pride 'n' Joy, a

miniature rose with orange blooms,
All That Jazz, a shrub with large
and salmon petals, are 1992
Rose Selections, Inc.,
.All America
winners. Brigadoon and Pride 'n'
Joy were introduced by Jackson &
Perkins Co., Medford, Oregon, and
All That Jazz, by DeVor Nurseries,
Inc., Watsonvillc, California. All are

and

coral

1992. For information, call AARS, Chicago, Illinois,
(312)372-7090.
available in spring,

June/July
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GREENHOUSE PLANTS

4

::»k SeiviDgymir

ji^

BAG Cr BURLAP

Nmsery^upply

• EVERGREENS • SHRUBS
COLORADO SPRUCES

TREES

I

Hartford, Connecticut
(203) 653-8191 • FAX (203) 653-8221

We Are Major
Manufacturers
and

Distributors!

SAVE $$ - order direct from the manufac-

—,n

,^

tvjrerofqualityplain

QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE

3' to 10'...

O'Donal's
Nurseries

and treated
"No-Rot" burlap
squares ard rolls,
ba^s, shade clotty,

I

dlgglr-»g supplies.

Jute erosiori confrol
netting and many
I

accessoryproducts.

HOURS:
Mon.
7:00

-

Sat.

5:30

-

Sunday
9:00

-

5:00

Since 1910, we have
worked to aid tfte

j(^

•^—
liaiu

^

growerarxd nurseryrrtan
with quality products, in stock

and ready for Immediate

Located

st-^3ment.

at junction of routes

.

.

.

You'll

Fax 207-839-2290

get it at Dayton Bag 4 Burlap!

1-800-543-3400

s

11

or 839-6364

Phone (207)839-4262
You Deserve the Best

22 &

Gorham, Maine 04038

We

specialize

growing specimen plant materials

in

Featuring 'NH Gold' Forsythia
The

best of the new, hardy forsylhias
developed here by Paul Joly.

Several sizes available.

Rooted Cuttings
YOUR FULL SERVICE WHOLESALE
and RETAIL GARDEN CENTER
CaiL OT
sec

visit

our convenient Location to

Send

Perennials

our compUtt stoc^ of these fint products:

Annuals, Perennials and Nursery Stock
Scotts' Lawn Pro Authorized Dealer
Ortho • Ames Tools
Country Pride Compost Products

Featuring Seasonal and Holiday
Plants and Accessories

Route

Osslpee.N.H. 03864
603-539-5995

--

Potted Liners

of other hard-to-find shrubs and trees.
for a catalog.

&

Nursery Stock

Wholesale and

retail.

Landscape Consulting

M
Rt. 2

-

Box 884

WINDSOR ROAD
NURSERY
-

Cornish,

NH 03745

16,

Hours:

8-5

7 Days

Call for an appointment

Telephone 603-543-3239

June/July

1991
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.

L^RCH/1/lONr
IRRIGATION

/ SNOWMAKING
in

Manchester,

NH

Providing

all your Irrigation needs.
Design services also available.

WHOLESALE RETAIL
-

(^KATHAN

GARDENS

GREENHOUSES i GARDEN CENTER
NEWPORT. NEW HAMPSHIRE
TELEPHONE 603-863-1089

OPEN ALL YEAR AROUND

180 Zachary Rd.
Unit

#3

'"••v>

Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 622-8825
1-800-558-9888 in NH only
NvWSvWW

71 Burlington, Street, Woburn,

MA 01801

BUTLER

Agrxcidlural Insurance Specialists Since 1967
F«« 508-898-9230
,^ v„c=x=,,

508-3G6-1512

(617) 933-9815

Woburn,

MA
Address

foliage

•

holidays

•

hanging plants

bedding plants hardy

Phone

mums
Interested

G Quote

/;

In:

D Review

D Update

D Questions

.

^O-^S^^Our
Our

goal, quality

strength, our employees"

FOR A GREEhJHOUSE VEFINITLV

VJff ERENT CONTACT:

ELLJS B.SPRAGUE

MAIWE

OROhlO,

TEL:
FAX:

CdT^
^O

207-866-4747
207-866-4747

HfiRnOIS
WINDING, BROOK TURF FARM,

Connecticut's Largest

Deliveries

New

England's Leading

Full

Line

Seed House

Packet Seeds

•

Lawn Seed

Handler

•

Fertilizer

Palletized

100%

Grounds Maintenance Chemicals

(800)

1

FAST,

Southern

MA,

NH and

made

Sod - 504 sq. ft.
- 200 or 250 sq.

with

Sod

ft.

326-HART

C. Hart

Seed Co.

BOX 9169
WETHERSFIELD, CT 06129-0169
RO.

(800)

of Deliveries

Big Rolls

Maine
Farm

1

Daily throughout

Bluegrass Blends
Penncross Bent Available

COURTEOUS SERVICE

The Chas.

Made

CT, Rl, Eastern NY,

1959

est.

ME

•

•

INC.

Quality Bluegrass Sod

HART'S,

326-HART

Division

Location: Intersection Rtes. Ill

& 35

Kennebunk
Corporate Office: 240 Griswold
Wethersfield,

^
Road

CT 06109

(203) 529-6869

'J-13r~ All Ordering: 800-243-0232

l)^

NEW HAMPSHIRE
PLANT GROWERS

1991

New

Hampshire
Plant Growers'

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
President

Tom Price
Meredith Gardens

RI-Dl,Box233

Annual Summer Meeting

Center Harbor, NH 03226
284-7709

Wednesday, August 14, 1991

Secretary/Treasurer
Christopher Robarge

Pleasant View Gardens,

Pittsfield,

NH

UNH/TSAS
Horticultural Facilities

Durham,
This year's

Summer Meeting

will

be

topic will

be "Recognizing and Manag-

Tomato Spotted

held at Pleasant View Gardens on
August 14. It looks like a lot will be

Wilt Virus." It's
possible that people attending these

going on.

sessions can earn credit toward pesti-

Not only can you see the growth and
changes made by the Huntingtons at
Pleasant View, but you can walk next
door to see what John Bryant's been
doing at Millican Nursery, or travel to
Loudon (transportation provided) to
visit Doug Cole's D. S. Cole Growers.
All three operations are well worth a
visit.

Included

in

the day's events

will

be a

show. As of May third,
vendors had already
signed on. More will do so by August,
so there should be a variety of products and services displayed.
tailgate trade

twenty-five

A new

attraction this year will

guest speaker.

Dan

be the

Gilrange,

IPM

from the Cornell Cooperative P^xtension, Riverhead, NY, will
give two talks. He will speak on "PutSpecialist

ting
in

IPM

to

Work in Your Operation"

ing

be an all-you-can-eat barbecue catered by Perillo's of Manwill

chester.

The menu

Directors

BobDemers.Jr.

Demers Nursery & Garden Center

cide licence recertification.

Lunch

Manager

NH 03824

862-1074

656 South Mammoth Road
Manchester, NH 03103

62^8298

includes barbe-

cued chicken, hot dogs, hamburgers,
sausages, potato salad, macaroni
salad, potato chips, corn on the cob,
and watermelon.
Later in the afternoon, an auction of
products generously contributed by
the participating vendors will be held.
Proceeds will go to the Plant Growers'
scholarship fund.

There's volleyball and horseshoes to
play. And a door prize (a weekend at
Waterville Valley) to win. ..it should be
a good day. ..a full day, with lots of
information and fun.

For more information, see page

Alan Eves

Garden

of liives

Greenhouse

192 Breakfast Hill Road

Greenland, NH 03840
436-3581
Paul Godbout
Jacques' Flower Shop
1 1 1 Front Street

Manchester,

NH 03102

625-5155
Jennifer Gould
Philips Exeter

Exeter.

Academy

NH 03833

778-0224

15.

Bruce Holmes

See you there!

the morning; in the afternoon, his

Post Office Box 75

Center Tuftonboro,

NH 03816

569-2127

New
The

Hampshire Plant Growers' Association
PLA^•!SMA^' Editor

UNH

Research Greenhouses

DURHA.M,

NH 03824

Non-Profit
Organization
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